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AMENABILITY OF WEIGHTED CONVOLUTION
ALGEBRAS ON LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS

NIELS GR0NB/EK

Abstract. We give a direct transition from the existence of a bounded right

approximate identity in the diagonal ideal for a weighted convolution algebra

on a locally compact group to the existence of translation invariant means on

an associated weighted L°°-space, thus giving a characterization of amenability

for such an algebra.

0. Introduction

A Banach algebra 21 is called amenable if 77 (21, X") = 0 for all Banach

2l-bimodules X. This concept was introduced by B. E. Johnson in [5]. In this

paper Johnson showed that L (C7) is amenable if and only if G is amenable, i.e.

if and only if there is a (left-)translation invariant mean on L°°(G). He also

showed that amenable Banach algebras have bounded approximate identities

and that L (C7) is amenable if and only if the augmentation ideal 70 = {/ e

LX(G) | JGfi = 0} has a bounded right approximate identity. In the sequel we

shall use the abbreviation 'BAP for 'bounded two-sided approximate identity',

and 'BRAF and 'BLAF for the one-sided concepts.

The importance of approximate identities for amenability was clarified by

A. Ya. Khelemskiï and M. V. Sheinberg (see the survey article [6]). In a series

of papers they developed a general homology theory for Banach algebras and

obtained the following description of amenability. Given a Banach algebra 21,

they considered the sequence

0 -► kerzt -Ú 2l®2lOÍ' i 21 -> 0,

where ® is the projective tensor product, the Banach algebra Wfp is obtained

by reversing the product in 21, the map n is given by n(a ®b) = ab, and the

map i is the injection of the kernel of n. With the usual multiplication on

2l®2l0/7, the set ker n becomes a closed left-ideal of 2l<g>2l0/', called the diagonal

ideal.
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766 NIELS GR0NB/EK.

Theorem (Khelemskiï and Sheínberg). 21 is amenable ifiand only if 21 has a BAI

and the diagonal ideal has a BRAI.

This theorem has recently been reproved with only a minimum of homolog-

ical methods by P. C. Curtis, Jr. and R. J. Loy [2] and it is of some interest

directly to establish the connection from a BRAI in the diagonal ideal to other

(intrinsic) criteriae for amenability. This was done in [4] for a class of weighted

discrete semigroup algebras.

In this paper we study weighted convolution algebras on locally compact

groups. For a fixed group, the various weighted group algebras are isomorphic

as Banach spaces, but quite different as Banach algebras. We relate the exis-

tence of a BRAI in the diagonal ideal to amenability of the group and growth

conditions on the weight. In the discrete case [4] this could be done by essen-

tially combinatorial methods, but in the nondiscrete case we have to rely more

deeply on properties of integration with respect to Haar measures. These prop-

erties and other technical results are dealt with in §1. In §2 we prove the main

theorem, which reads

Theorem 0. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) L (co) is amenable.

(b) l'(îî) is amenable.

(c) There is a bounded net (p¡)ieI in L'(í2) suchthat fGp¡(s)ds —► 1 and

\\Sr-p¡-p¡\\^0   (re G).

(d) There is a left-invariant mean on L°°(a~ ).

(e) G is amenable and sup{a(g) | g e G} < co.

Here L (co) is a weighted group algebra, and a(g) = co(g)co(g~ ) (g e

G) is an auxiliary weight; see the details in §1. The crux of the matter is

the implication (a) «• (d). An invariant mean is obtained directly from a

BRAI in the diagonal ideal as a weak*-limit of vector valued integrals with

kernel from the BRAI. Conversely, a BRAI in the diagonal ideal is obtained

from an invariant mean by constructing a right unit for the double conjugate

of the diagonal ideal. These proofs are fairly easy in the unweighted case, but

certain estimates are complicated by the fact that the weight may be strictly

submultiplicative.

1. Preliminaries

In this section we make the basic definitions and give some elementary prop-

erties of convolution in weighted spaces. Most of the statements of this section

are well known in the unweighted case. However, the weighted cases do not

follow trivially from the corresponding statements in the unweighted case, so

we give proofs in some detail.

Definition 1.1. Let G be a locally compact group and let p: G —>]0, co[ be

a continuous function. Let I bea Banach space of measures or (equivalence

classes of) functions on G.   We define the corresponding weighted space as
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X(p) = {f I pfi e X). We norm X(p) so that the map / >-> pfi: X(p) -♦ X
becomes an isometry.

The spaces X that we shall use are:

M(G) = {p | p is a regular Borel measure,  \\p\\ = \p\(G) < co},

L (G) = {p | p is absolutely continuous with

respect to left-invariant Haar measure},

L°°(C7) = {fi\fi Borel measurable,  \\f\\ = esssup{|/(i)| | t e C7}},

Cruc(G) = {/ e L°°(G) | / is right uniformly continuous},

Cluc(C7) = {f e L°°(G) | / is left uniformly continuous},

CJG) = Cmc(G)nCxJG),

Cf(G) = {fie L°°(G) | f is continuous, f(t) -> 0 as t -» 00}.

We shall usually suppress mentioning which group we are dealing with, when

we use weighted spaces. Thus, we shall for instance write Lx(p) instead of

L (G)(p). This should cause no ambiguity, since the group G is implicitly

given as the domain of p.

The letter co will be used to designate a submultiplicative continuous weight

on G, that is a continuous function co: G —>]0, co[ satisfying

co(st) < co(s)co(t)       (s,teG).

For convenience we shall assume co(e) = 1, where e is the neutral element of

G. With convolution of measures as algebra product M(co) becomes a Banach

algebra, having l'(cîj) as a closed two-sided ideal.

As described in the introduction, we will be dealing with the sequence

0 - V -U L1 (co)êLx (cof ^LX(co)-+0,

where V is the diagonal ideal. Since L (co) has a BAI, the product map n is

surjective, so that the sequence is short exact.

Let dt denote left invariant Haar measure on G, and let ô be the Dirac

measure at g (g e G). The modular function for G is denoted A. We make

the cartesian product G x G a locally compact group by defining the product

(1) (s,t)(g,h) = (sg,ht)      (s,t,g,heG).

We shall always assume that G x G is equipped with this multiplication.

Proposition 1.2. L1(co)§>Lx(co)op is isometrically isomorphic to Lx(coxco) as

Banach algebras where co x co : G x G —► R+ is given by cox co(s, t) = co(s)co(t).

For x, y e L (co x co) the product is given by

(2) ix*y)(g,h)= if     x(gs,t xh)y(s ' ,t)dsdt   (a.e. (g, h))
J JGxG
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and for (g, h) e G x G

(3)

(4)

-i
(ô{gJl)*x)(s,t)=x(g   s,th  ')A(h

-i
ix*S{g,h))is,t) = x(sg    ,h    t)A(g

(a.e. (s, t)),

(a.e. (5,0).

Proof. The Banach space isomorphism between Lx (co)®Lx (co) and Lx(coxco)

is well known and formulas (2), (3), and (4) are obvious for elementary tensors.

By continuity of the algebra product they follow in general. The Banach algebra

isomorphism is obtained by the substitution t := f in (2) and by noting that

A(t~ )dsxdt is a left-invariant Haar measure on GxG with the multiplication

(1).     D

The module multiplications used in this paper are (restrictions of) the module

operations obtained by dualization of the algebra product of M(co) on Lx(co)

(seep. 50 of [1]).

Proposition 1.3.   Lx(co) ■ L°°(co~x) = CXuc(co~x) = {<p e L°°(co~x]

norm-continuous at e}.

Proof. Let aeLx(co) and feL°°(co~x]

—r^a ■ fi(st)-j—a ■ f(s)
co(st)       v   '     co(s)       v '

ö • cp is

Then for s, t e G

(âst*a>f)-77F^(ôs*a>f)

<

<

co(st) '~sl

1        1

co(s)

co(st)     co(s)

,     co(st)

(as,*">f)\ + -7T^iSs,-¿s)*",f)\

co(s)

co(s)

Ka,/)| + ||a,*a-a||||/|

i\-ii
<(max{|l-tu(0|,|l-ta(/    )    |}||fl|| + ||<ï, *fl - a

which is a uniform bound, tending to zero as t —► e . Conversely, suppose that

'    Then we want to show that e • cp —> tp, where (e )i(Z,  is a<P e  Cluc(W

usual ¿-shaped BAI for L (co). Cohen's factorization theorem then gives the

remaining inclusion of the first equality in the proposition. Estimating in the

same way as in the unweighted case gives

"<?,. • tp)(s) - cp(s)\ < sup{|l - co(t)\,\l - co(rlfx
co(s)

+ sup
tp(st)      tp(s)

co(st) co(s)

t esuppei}\\tp\

t e supp e¡

Since tp e CXuc(co    ), this is a uniform bound which can be made arbitrarily

small by choosing suppc,  sufficiently small.  Suppose now that t —► 5t • cp is
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norm-continuous at e . Then for s, t eG

tp(st)     <p(s)

co(st)     co(s)
<

<

tp(st)     tp(st)

co(st)     co(s)
+

cp(st) - cp(s)

tp(st)

co(st)
1

co(st)

co(s)

co(s)

+ \\ôt -tp-tp

1   v —  1   .
■<IH|max{|l-w(OI,|l-<w(f  ')  '\} + \\st.ç-,p\\

from which it follows that tp e Cx   (co~ ).  The remaining inclusion is triv-

ial.   D

In the proof of the main theorem we shall make use of certain molecular

measures in M(co x co), defined as

Y''' =ô(s,t)-â(e,st) (s, te G).

Proposition 1.4. The subspace

Vf = span{x * Y8'   \ g, h e G, x e L (co x co)}

of L (co x co) is dense in the diagonal ideal.

Proof. Let tp e L°°((co x co)~ ) = L (co x co)* and suppose <P-i-V0 . We must

prove that cpAAV . Since L (coxco) has a BAI it is enough to prove that cp-ylAV

for all y e L (coxco). Clearly cp -yAAVf , so we may assume, using Proposition

1.3, that cp is continuous. Then

■//J JGxG

-IL
-IL

J JGxG

rg.h
(x*Y*' )(s, t)tp(s,t)dsdt

[x(sg~x, h~Xt)A(g~X)-x(s, (gh)~Xt)]tp(s, t)dsdt

x(s, t)[cp(sg, ht) - cp(s, ght)]dsdt

for all x e L (co x co) and all g, h e G. It follows that tp(sg, ht) = <p(s, ght)

for all g, h, s, t e G. In particular with s = t = e we get <p(g, h) = <p(e, gh).

Since n*(f)(s, t) = fi(st) for ail / e L°°(co~x) it follows that tp e Im7i*, i.e.

cpAAV . To finish, we prove that V0 ç V. This is equivalent to

(n*fi,x*Yg'h) 0 (fieL°°(co  x);xeLx(coxco);g,heG).

But  Y*'" ■ 7t*(fi)(s, t) = (n*fi)(sg, ht) - (n*fi)(s, ght) = 0, so this is obvi-
ous.    G

Let co be a continuous submultiplicative weight on G. We shall need the

following auxiliary weights:

(5)

(6)

mit) = co(t ')      (teG),

a(t) = co(t)co(t)      (/eG),
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Lemma 1.5. Let m e Cuc(co) and let tp e Cuc(Q '). Then ¥ e CTUC((coxco) '),

where

y¥(s,t) = m(st)tp(t~X)       (s, te G).

Proof. By Proposition 1.3 we must prove that lim. h).e e) \\*¥-S{ /!)-Xt'II = 0.

Let s, t, g, h e G. Then

\V(gs,th)-*¥(s,t)\ _ \m(gsth)tp((thyx) - m(st)tp(t~x)

co(s)co(t) co(s)co(t)

_ \(m(gsth) - m(st))cp((th)~x) + m(st)(<p((th)~x) - tp(t~x))\

co(s)co(t)

a((th)~x).    .      ,,        ,   ,.     \m(st)\co(t)..      t „
* fohk)lm{8Sth) -mm M + -^Mfr1^ ■ **-■ : m
<Q(/z)||«5,-m-^-zrz|| + ||m||||^.^-, -p||.

As in Proposition 1.3 we see that, if m e Cuc(co), then (g, h) —> ¿A • m • Sg is

norm continuous at (e, e).   o

In the argument giving the equivalence of left-invariant means and BRAI's

it is useful to evaluate L°°-functions at points.

The following proposition serves as a means for that. But first we define

left-invariant means. We use ' x 4 ' as the symbol for the characteristic function

of the set A .

Definition 1.6. Let co: G —» R+ be a submultiplicative continuous weight on G

with inf{w(i) \ s eG} > 0, and let I bea closed subspace of L°°(co~ ) such

that X ■ôl ç X (t e G) and xG e X . A left-invariant mean on I is a positive

functional M e X* such that (xG, M) = I and ôt ■ M = M  (t e G).

Proposition 1.7. Let a be as in (6). There is a left-invariant mean on Cuc(Q~ )

if and only if there is a left-invariant mean on L°°(Q~ ).

Proof. This is proved exactly as the corresponding part of Theorem 2.2.1 of

[3], if one uses the version of Lemma 2.2.2 in Appendix 3 of this reference. We

sketch the proof.

Since

max{|Q(5zT' ~a(t)~X\, \a(ts)~X -Í¿(Z)"'|}< 1-Q(s)~',

the function xG is in Cuc(Q_1). Let M0 be a left-invariant mean on CUC(Q_ ).

Let p e l'(Q) satisfy p > 0, suppp compact, and ¡Gpdt = 1. Then p-M0 =

Mf. This follows by use of the identity tp-p = f cp-ôxp(x)dx (cp e Cuc(Q~ )),

where the vector valued integral is weakly convergent. Now choose a compact

neighbourhood E of e e G such that E = E~x and let p = j^XE ■ Define

(f, M) = (jp ■ f ■ p, Mf (fieL°°(a~x)). Then M is a left-invariant mean on

L°°(a-X).   a

The following lemma is used in the construction of left-invariant means.
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Lemma 1.8. Let p: G —>]0, co[ be continuous and satisfy

sup I     p(gl     | g e G1 < co       (reG).
(Pirgr    ) J

Put K = {m e Cf(p) | suppz?? is compact, m > 0, m(e) = 1,  ||w|| < p(e)}.

To each e > 0 and each finite set {r,, ..., rn} Ç G there is me K such that

max{||m(z*;. • r~~ ) - m\\\i = I, ... , n} < e.

Proof. Suppose not. Then one may choose a finite set {r{, ... , rn} Ç G and

e > 0 so that for all m e K we have max{\\m(r¡-r~ )-m\\\i = 1, ... , n) > e.

Define X = C0(p)x- ■ -xCfp) (n copies), and put (T¡ip)(t) = tp(r¡tr~x)-tp(t)

(ipe Cf(p), teG, i= 1, ••■ ,n). Then R= {(Txm, ... , Tnm) \meK) is
a convex subset of X, bounded away from zero. By the Hahn-Banach theorem

there is fi e X* so that \f(ñ)\ > 1. Now, a linear functional in X* is of the

form (px, ... , pfj where p¡ e M(p~ )   (i = I, ... , n). Hence we have

(V) J2(Tim^i)
i=\

>l       (meK).

Let ^ be the filter of neighbourhoods of e in G. By outer regularity of the

measures in M(p~x) we may choose U e %A so that

max
IU\{e}

1

Piftf

1

X) + Pit)
d\p\(t)\i=l,...,n\<

np'e)

Then choose V e V, V c U so that r~x Vr¡ c U   (i = I, ... , n). If m e K

and supp(m) ç V , we have, using that (T¡m)(e) = 0  (i = I, ... , n)

\iTim,nt)\ f[m(ritri ') - m(t)]dpft)
Jg

<   í       \m(ritr;X)-m(t)\d\pi\(t)
JU\{e}

<   m Í
Ju\{e}

+
p(r¡tr-x)     Pit)

\d\p, it)

< \\m\
np(e)

<

This contradicts (7).   D

2. The main theorem

In this section we establish the relationship between a BRAI in the diagonal

ideal for L (co) and certain invariant means for G. Since Lx(co) has a BAI

we have hereby characterized amenability. The description will be in terms of

the auxiliary weight defined in (6). As before V denotes the diagonal ideal for
Lx(co).
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Proposition 2.1. Suppose V has a BRAI Then there is a left-invariant mean on

L°°(Q-').

Proof. By Proposition 1.7 it is enough to show that there is a left-invariant

mean on CUC(Í2~'). Let co be as in (5), let m e L°°(co), and let k e V . We

define the functional k(m) on Cuc(a~x) by

(8) (tp,k(m))= [f     m(t)tp(s)k(ts,s-x)dsdt       (tp e CUC(Q_1)).
J JGxG

Since

f[     —^x-\tp(s)\k(ts,s~X)dsdt
JJGxGCO(t     )

= if ', °(j)   ,  ^co(ts)co(s-x)\k(ts,s-X)\dsdt
JjGxGC0(rX)C0(tS)C0(S-X)^iS)

< Ml 11*11,

the functional k(m) is well defined and bounded, ||zc(m)|| < \\m\\ \\k\\. Since

k e V we have f k(ts, s~x)ds = 0 (a.e. t ), so if tp is constant it follows that

(9) (tp,k(m)) = 0       (meL°°(co)).

Now if r e G we get

(<p-ôr-tp,k(m))

= //      m(t)[cp(rs)-tp(s)]k(ts,s~X)dsdt
J JGxG

= [i     m(t)cp(s)[k(tr~xs,s~xr)-k(ts,s~x)]dsdt
J JGxG

= //      tp(s)[m(r~xtr)k(rXts, s~Xr)A(r) - m(t)k(ts, s~X)]dsdt
J JGxG

= if      tp(s)[m(r~xtr)(ôr   -, * k)(ts, s~X) - m(t)k(ts, s~X)]dsdt
J JGxG

= (tp,(Yr-r\k)(m))

+ if     tp(s)[m(r~Xtr)-m(t)](ôr r,*k)(ts,s~X)dsdt.
J JGxG

Denoting the last integral by I(tp, m, r, k) we have

;i0) (<p-Sr-tp,k(m)) = (tp,(Yr-r~  *k)(m)) + I(tp,m,r,k).

,-i
Now suppose that tp e C  (Q    ). If m is continuous with compact support

it follows from Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 1.3 that the function *F(s, /) =

m(st)tp(t  ') is in L°°((coxco)  ') -L x(co x co). If (fc ) er is a BRAI for V we
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get

(cp,(Yr>r~\k7)(m))= jjm(t)cp(s)(Yr'r\ky)(ts,S-X)dsdt

=   ff m(st)tp(rx)(Yr'r~' *ky)(s,t)ds,dt

= (4/, Yr'r~' *k).

i,
Since Ï€l   (co x co) • L (co x co) and (ky)y€r is a BRAI for V, this last term

r  r~'
converges to (¥, Y '     ) along T, that is,

(11) i<P,iYr'r    *ky)(m))^m(e)(cp(r)-cp(e)).

Hence, if m(e) = 1 we have, using (10) and (11),

lim sup \(tp ■ ôr - tp, k (m)) - (cp(r) - cp(e))\
y

< limsup|7(çz, m, r, k)\
y

< limsup||ç?|| \\m(r~  ■ r) - m\\ \\ôr r-¡ * k \\
y

<a(r)d\\tp\\\\m(r~X-r)-m\\,

where d is the bound of (k) er .

Let A? ç G be a finite subset and let e > 0.  Use Lemma 1.8 to choose

"V,£ e CJ&) with m.9-,M) ~ l ' H"V, J < 1, and

l|w(r_1,r)-m|l<fí(7)rf       [re9r)-

Let <&y £ be the limit of some weak*-convergent subnet of (k (m^ £)),,er.

Then

\(<p-Sr-tp, QpJ - (<p(r) - cp(e))\ < e\\<p\\       (reAF).

If we order the pairs (A?, e) by the product order given by inclusion and the

usual ordering of R+ , we see that, if <I> is the limit of a weak*-convergent

subnet of (O^ f), then

(12) (tp-ôr-tp,Q>) = cp(r)-cp(e)       (r e G).

Hence, if we define the functional M by

(cp,M) = cp(e)-(cp,<b)      (tpeCuc(a~x)),

we see from (12) and (9) that M is translation-invariant and satisfies (xG, M)

= 1 . As in [1, p. 240], we can obtain that M is positive.   D

Proposition 2.2. If there is a left-invariant mean on L°°(Q_1), then there is a

BRAI in V.

Proof. Let M be an invariant mean on L°°(a~x). By Proposition 28.7 of

[1] it suffices to prove that V** has a right unit for the Arens multiplication.
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Define T: Cmc((co x co)~x) - Cruc(£r') by

Ttp(s) = cp(e,e) - tp(s, s~l)       (tp e Cmc((co x co)~x),s e G).

We define a functional N e L°°((co x co)~xf by

(/, N)=lim(T(fi-ey),M),

where (e ) er is some BAI for Lx(coxco) such that the net in L°°((coxcoyx)*

given by /i-> (T(f-e), M) has a weak*-limit. By Proposition 1.3 this is well

defined. If we can show that A" is a right unit for i**(V**) we are done, since

i** is an algebra isomorphism.

Let x e L (co x co), let s, t e G, and let u e L°°((co x co)~ ). Then, with

tp = u • x ,

(u,x*YSJ -N) = (tp-YSJ , N) = (T(tp-YSJ),M).

Now

T(<p, Ys'')(g) = tp(s, t)-tp(e,st)-(tp(sg, g~lt)-tp(g, g~lst)),

for all g eG, so, since <p(s(s~xg), (s~xg)~xt) = tp(g, g~Xst), we get

(T(tp ■ YS''),M) = (g~ tp(s, t) - cp(e,st),M)

= cp(s, t)- tp(e, st),

where the first step follows from left-invariance of M, and the last from M

being a mean. Hence we have

(u-x*YSJ, N) = (u,x*YSJ).

Using Proposition 1.4, we then have k-N = k (k e V), where ~ : L (coxco) —►

L°°((co x co)~ )* is the canonical embedding in the second dual. To finish, we

show that N e i**(V**). By exactness of

0-+V    ^L (coxco)     —► L (<y)    —»0,

we must show that n**(N) = 0. Since

n*(L°°(co~ )) ■ L (co x co) ç n*(L (co) ■ L°°(co    ) ■ L (co)),

we have for all / e L°°(co~ ) and all x e L (co x co) that

T(7i*(fi)-x)eT(n*(Cuc(co-X))) = {0}.

Hence (fi, n**(N)) = limy(T(n(fi)-ey), M) = 0 for all feL°°(co~x).   □

We are now in the position to prove Theorem 0.

Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (d) is the content of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.

The proofs of the remaining implications follow the proofs of the corresponding

implications in Theorem 3.2 of [4], so we omit details.
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(c) =>■ (d) : The invariant mean is obtained as a weak*-cluster point of the

net (pfi€l.
(d) => (c) : Let M be the invariant mean, let %A denote the filter of weak*-

neighbourhoods of M in L°°(£2-1), and let !?(G) be the set of finite subsets

of G. Using the nondiscrete version of Lemma 3.1 of [4] we see that to each

V e %, each F e AF(G), and each zz e N we can find p e V n Ll(0) such

that \\p\\ < \\M\\ and max{||ár • p - p \ r e F} < n~ . If we direct the p's

so chosen by the product ordered set N x AF(G) x %, we get a bounded net in

L (O) which satisfies the conditions of (c).

(d) => (e) : Since a is bounded away from zero, G is clearly amenable.

For a e R+ define E(a) = {g | a(g) < a} and F (a) = G\E(a). Then

E(a)F(ß) C F(ß/a) (a, ß e R+). Using left-invariance one sees that if

F{ß) # 0, then 0 < (xE(a), M) < f\\M\\. From the identity xG = XE(a) + XF(a)

(a e R+), the mean property (xG,M) = 1, and hrnQ^+oo \\xF(a)\\ = 0, it fol-

lows that F (a) = 0 for a sufficiently large.

(e) => (d) : Straightforward, using that c < Q < C for appropriate constants

c, Ce]0co[.

(b) <* (e) : This follows from the equivalence of (a) and (e), with Q replacing

co.   o
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